
Garden
Furniture
Buyer's
Guide

Discover garden furniture
which is perfect for your

lifestyle.



How will the
garden

furniture be
used?

Our garden furniture has been
designed for every purpose. We

offer amazing dining sets, sofa sets,
benches and more. When deciding

how to choose your garden
furniture, firstly decide what you'll

be using it for. 

Many people need compact seating
for small gardens, extensive seating

for parties, garden furniture for
lounging and relaxing and of course

dining sets for alfresco dining. 

We've covered all of these
categories, so you can specifically

find what garden furniture you are
looking for. 



BillyOh Sala Rattan Corner Dining Sofa Set

Available in natural or dark brown, this six seater
set is made from high-quality synthetic rattan. It
comes with a rectangular table, perfect for placing
food and drinks. Thick seat and back cushions
offer comfort while you chat with friends.

Keter Rattan Provence Corner Sofa Set

This corner sofa seats five people and is
constructed from durable synthetic rattan over
steel framing. The brown finish complements most
gardens and seat cushions are included for
comfort. The side table is handy for putting up
your feet or placing a refreshing drink. 

BillyOh Sala Patio Sectional Sofa Set 

This stunning corner sofa also comes with an arm
chair. Finished in natural, the set is stylish and
enhances the look of any garden. Two side tables
add functionality to the whole set. 

Sofa Sets for
Garden Parties
If you love hosting garden parties and
get-together's, having extensive seating
provides your friends and guests with a
comfortable place to relax and chat. 



BillyOh Comfort 4 Seater Round Metal Set 

The modern round table has a glass top and is
complemented by a stylish black finish and four
reclining chairs. With a tilting parasol included, this
dining set the perfect addition for a family of four. 

BillyOh Rosario 6 Seater Rattan Dining Set

If you are looking for a dining set which is durable
and modern, this six seater rattan dining set is a
great choice. With a 5mm clear tempered glass
table top, the sturdy surface can handle all
domestic use and is the perfect companion for
dining alfresco style. 

BillyOh Windsor 1.4 Oval Dining Set 

The Windsor is a stunning dining set, made from
durable acacia hardwood. You have the choice of
four folding chairs, recliner chairs or armchairs, to
suit your comfort needs. Cushion and parasol
options are available in a range of fantastic
colours, which finishes the set off perfectly. The
traditional style looks great in any garden.

Dining Alfresco
Enjoying a barbecue or home cooked
meal outdoors is a real treat when the
weather is warmer. Dine alfresco with
one of our fantastic dining sets. 



BillyOh Rosario Round Balcony Set

This unique balcony set brings style and modernity
to any outdoor area. Constructed with flat-weave,
the set is finished in brown. The lightweight design
means it is easy to move around and a glass table
top is durable and great for placing drinks.

BillyOh Hampton Round Bistro Set  

The rich tones of eucalyptus hardwood
complement the bistro set and look great in any
small garden. The folding table and chairs are the
perfect solution for saving space. 

BillyOh Rosario Rattan Cube Set 

This four seater dining set is a great space saver.
The cube design means the chairs fold neatly into
the table and pull out into comfy armchairs with
plush cushions.

Compact
Furniture for
Small Spaces
Many gardens don't have the luxury of a
huge space but this doesn't mean you
have to compromise on great quality
garden furniture. We offer a wide range!



BillyOh Rosario Single Sun Lounger 

This modern curve-shaped sun lounger is made
from durable flat-weave rattan and comes with a
matching side table. The sun lounger is supportive,
comfortable, sturdy and also lightweight, which
means you can follow the sun or relax in the shade
if you prefer. 

BillyOh Momo Lounger - 4 Seat Rattan Sofa Set

This stylish set features a sofa, two armchairs and
a coffee table, everything you need to relax. The
polyethene rattan is strong and durable and the
seat cushions are included for extra comfort. 

BillyOh Rosario Circular Balcony Set 

Constructed from flat-weave rattan, this set is
perfect for relaxing with a friend or loved one. The
unique design enhances the look of any garden.

Lounging and
Relaxing
When the sun is shining, the best place to
be is in your own garden enjoying the
outdoors. We supply garden furniture
which is perfect for lounging and
relaxing. 



Material
Whether you need garden

furniture to match an existing set
or aren't sure which material is

best to go for. We have a fantastic
range of garden furniture in a

variety of styles so that we can
cater to your wants and needs.

Each material of our garden
furniture has different qualities

and aspects which suit everyone
differently. Be it traditional

wooden furniture or our weather
resistant rattan, we've got it all

covered with our great choices. 



Traditional Style 

Wooden furniture is the perfect choice if you
are looking for traditional outdoor furniture that
will complement your garden. We offer two
types of hardwood which have
a classic appearance and durable properties. 

Eucalyptus Hardwood 

Eucalyptus is a strong and long-lasting wood
which naturally makes a great material for
garden furniture. The rich tones of the wood
look great in a traditional setting. 

Acacia Hardwood 

Acacia hardwood has a stylish finish which looks
great in any garden but is also durable and
long-lasting. We use acacia on different garden
furniture, from benches to dining tables. 

Wooden Garden
Furniture
We have fantastic garden furniture, made
from wood and ranging from traditional
garden benches to dining sets and sun
loungers. We recommend treating
wooden furniture annually to fully
protect the wood from bugs and bad
weather. 



Durable Material 

Our rattan furniture is made from a durable
synthetic material which is lightweight and called
polyethene rattan. It is more resistant to sunlight
damage and water so makes a perfect material for
garden furniture. It has the appearance of wicker
but with more durable properties. 

Half-Weave Rattan 

The half-weave rattan has a stylish appearance
and looks great in a garden setting. It exudes
luxury and makes a fantastic addition to an
outdoor area. 

Flat-Weave Rattan 

Flat-weave rattan has a more shiny appearance
and is naturally very water-resistant. It looks
modern and enhances any garden setting. 

Rattan Garden
Furniture
Rattan garden furniture is becoming
increasingly popular as it has a stylish
and modern appearance, which
enhances the look of any garden. We
have a fantastic range of garden furniture
which is made from rattan. 



Aluminium and Steel Framing 

Metal is a material renowned for its durable and
strong properties. We use aluminium and steel
framing for our garden furniture which is rust-
resistant and sturdy. As aluminium is lightweight,
this makes a great choice for your garden
furniture, as you can easily manoeuvre the items
around. 

Textilene Fabric 

Combined with the durable Textilene fabric used
on garden chairs, you are provided with garden
furniture that is made to last and equipped for all
weathers. 

Reclining Positions 

Some of our metal chairs have several reclining
positions, which make it easy for you to get comfy
while relaxing or dining. 

Metal Garden
Furniture
Metal furniture is a great option for your
garden as it requires little maintenance to
look great all year round. Our range of
metal garden furniture has been
designed with comfort and style in mind. 
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